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LAUNDROMAT MILLIONAIRE – THE GRIT TO ELEVATE AN INDUSTRY 
If you think there is nothing sexy about a laundromat, think again.  

CINCINNATI – Grit, what does it mean?  Millionaire, does it have meaning? Dave Menz, a working-class guy 
from Flint, MI, grew up in poverty and overcame superhero-like obstacles. When told he couldn’t – he did.  Now, 
he is coined e Laundromat Millionaire.

If you think there is nothing sexy about a laundromat, think again. Laundromat and Millionaire are two words not If you think there is nothing sexy about a laundromat, think again. Laundromat and Millionaire are two words not 
often combined; however, if you follow the principles in Dave’s debut book, Laundromat Millionaire – e Grit to 
Elevate an Industry you may just nd yourself reaping sought after rewards.  

Dave reveals a thirst for knowledge, the importance of keeping your hand out of the cookie jar/delayed gratication, 
embracing the challenge of accelerating new revenue streams, and having a stellar business plan and innite business 
model – and mentality.  He provides practical insights and actions to encourage aspiring or seasoned entrepreneurs, 
to be savvy and to take smart risks.

In essence, how did Dave become a millionaire? Well, nothing fell in his lap.  He pursued it by scratchin’, scrapin’ In essence, how did Dave become a millionaire? Well, nothing fell in his lap.  He pursued it by scratchin’, scrapin’ 
and hustlin’ – and foremost, applying his mantra: Never Give Up.  

Dave says, “Growing up poor in a fairly rough environment, you either have grit, you develop grit, or you don’t 
make it. If you have that kind of grit, you are on the path. is business can be a gold mine for a person who’s full 
of grit and doesn’t care about sexy. If we are going to elevate our industry, we better get used to the term, Laundro-
mat Millionaire.”

e book entails a life and business journey that does not stop at rags to riches. It begins with a stubborn and obses-
sive mission to be a business owner with a tenacious and genuine purpose to help others to do the same – even if 
you also do not have a college degree or perhaps because you have one. 

A laundromat is a vital community resource that simplies a life, and which can improve a neighborhood. e 
many tenets in Dave’s book and coaching pertain to perhaps all industries, and certainly the way we choose to do 
business.  

Visit www.laundromatmillionaire.com for more information on Dave’s book, coaching and podcast.  

About Dave Menz About Dave Menz 
Dave Menz is the proprietor of the Queen City Laundromat Chain in Cincinnati, 
OH.  His initial foray into business ownership was a side hustle alongside his corpo-
rate gig with Cincinnati Bell. He found his rst laundromat on Craigslist. He over-
hauled it from struggling, losing money and outdated, to one that became a valuable 
proposition to serve as a vital community asset.  In essence, he cared – for those who 
needed this service and deserve it.

He is known as e Laundromat Millionaire. 


